DIRECTIONS FOR USE

Please reference compatibility charts present on www.webstaurantstore.com or www.therestaurantstore.com to ensure you are using the correct light bulb or glue trap for your unit.

Generally speaking, it is recommended that your glue trap be replaced once every month. However, this may change dependent on how many insects are regularly captured by your glue boards.

Before replacing your glue board, please turn the compatible insect light trap or insect zapper off and unplug the unit. Proceed to remove the old glue trap and safely dispose of it in accordance to your applicable laws. If applicable, remove any safety film from the new glue trap and separate it from any others by tearing along the perforated lines. Then, place the new glue trap in the unit, making sure that it is flush against the unit’s sides and not touching any light bulbs. The unit may be plugged back in and turned on so as to return to full functionality.